Abstract. Conserved regions, or motifs, present among RNA secondary structures serve as a useful indicator for predicting the functionality of the RNA molecules. Automated detection or discovery of these conserved regions is emerging as an important research topic in health and disease informatics. In this short paper we present a new approach for detecting conserved regions in RNA secondary structures by the use of constrained alignment and apply the approach to finding structural motifs in some viral genomes. Our experimental results show that the proposed approach is capable of efficiently detecting conserved regions in the viral genomes and is comparable to existing methods. We implement our constrained structure alignment algorithm into a web server, called RADAR. This web server is fully operational and accessible on the Internet at http://datalab.njit.edu/biodata/rna/RSmatch/server.htm.
Introduction
RNA molecules play various roles in the cell [1] [2] [3] . Their functionality depends not only on the sequence information but to a large extent on their secondary structures. It would be more cost effective if one were able to determine RNA structure by computational means rather than by using biochemical methods. So, the development of computational predictive approaches of RNA structure is essential [4] [5] [6] [7] . RNA structure prediction is usually based on the thermodynamics of RNA folding [8] [9] [10] or phylogenetic conservation of base-paired regions [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In this short paper, we present a methodology for the detection of conserved regions, or motifs, in RNA secondary structures. We adopt a comparative approach by carrying out RNA structure alignment. The alignment has been designed so as to be constrained based upon the properties of the RNA structure. Our constrained alignment algorithm is an upward extension of our previously developed RSmatch method for comparing RNA secondary structures, which did not consider constraints in the structures being aligned [7] . We have implemented the constrained structure alignment algorithm into a web server, called RADAR (acronym for RNA Data Analysis and Research) [15] . This web server provides multiple capabilities for RNA structure alignment data analysis, which includes pairwise structure alignment, multiple structure alignment, constrained structure alignment and consensus structure prediction. Our aim behind developing this web server is to develop a versatile tool that provides a computationally efficient platform for performing several tasks related to RNA secondary structure. RADAR has been developed using Perl-CGI and Java. The web server has a user friendly interface that is easy to understand even for novice users.
The rest of this short paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the constrained structure alignment algorithm. Section 3 reports implementation efforts, showing some features of the RADAR server, and describes experimental results. Section 4 concludes the paper and points out some directions for future research.
Constrained Structure Alignment
In practice, biologists favor integrating their knowledge about conserved regions into the alignment process to obtain biologically more meaningful similarity scores between RNAs. This motivates us to develop algorithms for constrained structure alignment (CSA). Our CSA method is developed by modifying the recurrence formulas of the dynamic programming algorithm used in RSmatch [7] to take into account the constraints, or conserved regions, in the structures being aligned. The time complexity of RSmatch is O(mn), where m and n are the sizes of the two RNA structures respectively that are being aligned. The CSA method has the same time complexity. In practice, the CSA method can align two RNA structures in less than two seconds in wall clock time.
Method
The input of the CSA method is a query RNA structure and a database of RNA secondary structures. The method constructs the alignment between the query structure and each database structure based upon the knowledge of conserved regions in the query structure. The alignment score is dynamically varied so as to utilize the information of conserved regions. The alignment computed this way is able to detect structural similarity more accurately. The method comprises two main parts:
(I) Annotating a region in the query RNA structure as conserved Each position of the conserved region in the query RNA structure is marked using a special character "*" underneath the position. This is termed as binary conservation since any position in the query RNA structure is treated to be either 100% conserved (if it is marked with "*") or not conserved at all. If it is found, from wet lab experiments or other sources, that a particular RNA structure contains a motif that we want to search for in other RNA structures in a database, then that particular RNA structure can be used as a query structure and that motif region can be marked to be conserved in the query structure. Under this circumstance, the user can adopt binary 0/1 conservation.
Another technique of applying constraints to structure alignment is using the concept of sequence logos [16] . First, the multiple sequence alignment of the RNA sequences under analysis is obtained using, for example, ClustalW (http://www.ebi. ac.uk/clustalw/). Then the frequency of each base at each position of an RNA sequence is calculated, denoted by f(b,l). Using this information the uncertainty at each position is calculated by
, where H(l) is the uncertainty at position l, b is one of the bases (A,C,G,U), and f(b,l) is the frequency of base b at position l. The information content at each position is represented by the decrease in uncertainty as the binding site is located (or aligned), i.e. R sequence (l) = 2 -H(l), where R sequence (l) is the amount of information present at position l and 2 is the maximum uncertainty at any given position. Thus, the information content is a value between 0 and 2. We scale down this value to get a value between 0 and 1 which is then converted to the percentage conservation at each position of the RNA sequence and its secondary structure.
(II) Utilization of information about the conserved region
Two cases occur as we compute the alignment score between the query structure and a database structure where the query structure contains marked conserved regions.
Comparison between non-conserved regions:
In this case the score assigned is the regular score that is derived from the scoring matrix used by RSmatch.
Comparison involving conserved regions:
Here, we multiply the score obtained from the scoring matrix used by RSmatch by a factor λ that will cause the score to either increase or decrease by the λ value. This factor λ is determined by the type of conservation as discussed in more detail in the subsection on "Scoring Scheme".
Scoring Scheme
The factor by which the score should get magnified or diminished to take into account the conserved region is decided based upon the following: (i) the length of the conserved region; (ii) the length of the whole RNA sequence; (iii) the type of conservation that has been indicated; and (iv) any special conditions/preferences decided by the user. In the default scenario, where knowledge about conservation is not used, the score is directly taken from the scoring matrix employed in RSmatch. For the binary conservation case, the default value for the factor λ is λ = 2 -L/N where L is the length of the conserved region and N is the length of the whole RNA sequence. This ratio is then subtracted from a constant value (2, arbitrarily chosen) so that the bonus/penalty is inversely proportional to the length of the conserved region. If the conservation information is spread over 0-100%, as described earlier, these percentage values are passed along with the query RNA structure to the scoring engine and the alignment score varies based on these values.
Implementation and Experimental Results
We have implemented the proposed constrained structure alignment algorithm into the RADAR server. This web server together with a standalone downloadable version is freely available at http://datalab.njit.edu/biodata/rna/RSmatch/server.htm. RADAR accepts, as input data, either RNA sequences in the standard FASTA format or RNA secondary structures represented by the Vienna style Dot Bracket format [8] . For performing the constrained structure alignment between a query RNA structure and a database structure, we require the user to annotate the query RNA structure to indicate 2 . The structure of a GC-rich hairpin that has been found to be conserved in the Leviviridae family [18] which region is conserved by marking the region with "*". Thus, the input consists of an annotated query RNA structure and a database of RNA structures against which the constrained alignment is carried out. Upon completion of a constrained alignment job, RADAR presents the alignment results on a web page. In Figure 1 , the common region of two RNA secondary structures given in an alignment result is portrayed using RnaViz [17] , where the local matches in the two structures are highlighted with the green color.
We have conducted several experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed constrained structure alignment algorithm by applying this method to finding structural motifs in viral genomes. Study of viral genomes has shown that they often contain functionally active RNA structural motifs that play an important role in the different stages of the life cycle of the virus [18] . Detection of such motifs or conserved regions would greatly assist the study of these viruses.
One of our experiments was to search for a short GC-rich hairpin (tetraloop) which follows an unpaired GGG element, shown in Figure 2 , present at the 5 ' end of the Levivirus genome [18] . Here we applied the proposed constrained structure alignment algorithm, with the binary conservation option, to a dataset comprising 6838 RNA structures each with length 200 nt formed from 10 Levivirus genomes and 4 other viral genomes. The query structure used was the GC-rich hairpin. There were 10 structures in this dataset containing the region of interest. Our algorithm was able to correctly identify 8 out of the 10 structures. The same experiment was repeated using the non-constrained alignment method given in RSmatch, which identified 6 out of the 10 structures. These 6 structures were part of the 8 structures found by the constrained structure alignment (CSA) algorithm. This shows that the CSA method improves upon the performance of the existing RSmatch method and has a better sensitivity. We also applied the Infernal tool (http://infernal.janelia.org/) [19] to this same viral genome dataset. Infernal identified 6 out of the 10 structures. Again, these 6 structures were part of the 8 structures found by the CSA method.
Conclusion
The proposed constrained structure alignment algorithm is an upward extension of our previously developed RSmatch method. This new algorithm allows the user to annotate some region in a query structure as conserved so as to produce biologically more meaningful similarity scores. We have implemented this algorithm into the RADAR server accessible on the Internet. The application of this algorithm to viral genomes demonstrates the use of the algorithm in RNA informatics research and its ability to detect conserved regions in RNA secondary structures. Other functions of RADAR, not described here due to space limitations but can be accessed on the Internet, include multiple structure alignment and the prediction of the consensus structure for a set of RNA sequences.
The work presented here is part of a large project aiming to build a cyber infrastructure (http://datalab.njit.edu/bioinfo) for RNA structural motif discovery in human, virus and trypanosome mRNAs. Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 is the causative agent of AIDS and is related to many cancers in humans. Hepatitis C virus is related to hepatocellular cancer in humans. Trypanosoma brucei causes African trypanosomaiasis, or sleeping sickness, in humans and animals in Africa. RNA motifs or conserved structures have been shown to play various roles in post-transcriptional control including mRNA translation, mRNA stability, and gene regulation, among others. This cyber infrastructure will contribute to integrated genomic and epidemiological data analysis, by enabling access, retrieval, comparison, analysis, and discovery of biologically significant RNA motifs through the Internet as well as the integration of these motifs with online biomedical ontologies.
